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Why Did I Ungrade?



The Context

• Academic year 2020-21
• Upper-level elective “The Economics of Environmental Behavior”

• Hybrid: in-person + remote
• 13 students, all juniors or seniors
• Assignments: reading + discussion, replication exercises, presentation of an 

optional reading, series of assignments building to a major research paper

• (Also, three independent study students)



How Did I Ungrade?

• The student still receives a grade
• The prof still defines the assignments to be done
• The prof still gives feedback on assignments
• The student identifies their learning & growth objectives
• The student evaluates themselves, considering their objectives, and 

proposes a grade
• The prof can accept or overturn the proposed grade





Grade Distribution

• Most (9 of 13) students proposed A’s
• But they did great work and I believe nearly all would have gotten A’s anyway
• Who am I to judge? They felt they met their goals.

• 2 A-’s, one B+, one B-
• The only grade I changed was to bump up the B-



Students Reported Feeling Intellectually Freer

• “I think I did a very good job fulfilling the goals I laid out for myself. 
Admittedly, the goals I laid out were probably non-traditional.”

• Released from need to “check boxes;” enabled to engage thoughtfully
• “This class has shown me that the different types of smarts are just 

that, different.”



I Will Totally Do This Again

• My department would kill me if I did it in a core course
• I will try it in a lower-level elective
• I will keep the same general structure
• I might provide more guidance on goals (but not too much)



Thank you!
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